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D
esign engineers are seeking new ways to create next generation

machines with significant competitive advantages for their cus-

tomers. Today’s pace of innovation is so rapid that a 2 to 3 percent

increase in machine throughput or efficiency can mean an enor-

mous commercial success. This is especially true in the world of

motion control where performance is king. One approach

gaining momentum is the strategic use of custom-engi-

neered products and systems. Whereas an off-the-shelf

approach means that competitors are using the same

products, custom engineering provides unique solutions

that enable a specific machine to outperform com-

petitive products.

There are many exam-

ples - we’ll review some in

the following paragraphs -

of how custom-engineered

solutions can benefit an

application. The process

works well when a design engi-

neer provides size, performance,

environmental, and

connectivity/communication

requirements to a company specializ-

ing in motion control. The com-

pany can apply its knowledge and

customize proven “building block”

products to create custom engi-

neered solutions with optimum

performance and cost.

These building blocks can

include common electronic mod-

ules, processors, drive software

with advanced algorithms, communication protocols, packaging, custom ser-

vomotor hardware, and gearmotors. The result can be an affordable solution

that is also easy to implement.

One example involves a large manufacturer that needed a special capability

for 2- and 8-axis control systems. It needed a high-performance multi-axis elec-

tric motion control as well as custom packaging/configuration and programma-

ble update rates. Working with customization in mind, engineers created a

specialty servocontroller built from basic building blocks with a fast Ethernet

communications link, power electronics, multi-axis and stand-alone configura-

tions, programmable input/output, environmental protections, and special diag-

nostics. All this functionality was delivered to the customer at the target price. 

Electromechanical actuator systems represent another opportunity where

a custom-engineered solution can offer significant performance advantages as

well as such benefits as compactness and flexibility. There might be the need

for high-performance multi-axis control, low energy costs, small package size,

and reliability in heavy-duty applications. The solution might be a screw, ser-

vomotor, electromechanical hardware, and cables integrated and matched

with a custom motor controller to create a high-performance, low-inertia sys-

tem in a small package. This approach can save time and money by

eliminating the work associated with integrating hardware from

multiple vendors - hardware that is not entirely compatible.

Another example of how a custom approach can yield myriad

benefits involves the request for a ser-

vomotor for a rotating machine. It had

to fit a defined machine footprint. Also

needed were special packaging and

communications, universal power

input, reduced machine wiring, envi-

ronmental protections, and increased

bandwidth. A servomotor with on-

board electronics was developed from

existing high-performance modules to

include CANopen communication proto-

col, IP65 environmental protection, and

special resolvers/encoders for optional

feedback.  This customized prod-

uct was delivered in 16 weeks for

machine trials.

A final example addresses the

need for a new gearmotor for a robotic handling

application requiring high power density and low

weight. The gearmotor had to have a small package size, low

inertia, high stiffness, superior dynamics, and high acceleration. The cus-

tomization process was completed, and a gearmotor was developed with a

high power density rotor and gearbox, which provides efficiencies up to 98

percent at nominal values due to a special manufacturing process that

provides for improved gear meshing. The elimination of couplings also

resulted in a smaller overall length and weight and higher throughputs.

In all these cases, custom-engineered motion control products turned out

to be the most cost-effective solution for industry-leading performance.
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A Customizing Movement
Seeking better performance to set their motion control systems apart from the field,
many companies are turning to customized solutions for help.

Other custom-
engineered products
include a Moog 
servomotor (left) with
onboard electronics and
this servo gear-motor.

The Moog 887
electromechani-
cal actuator system
was created as a cus-

tom-engineered motion
control solution.


